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Abstract—DRAM is type of volatile memory. Nowadays
semiconductor memory is capable to store large data in small
area. In past SRAM is more preferable as compared to DRAM
because of its high speed operation, large noise margin and logic
compatibility. However, due to its large cell area and high power
consumption, SRAM has limitations when expanding the array
size beyond a certain level in process variation. This paper reviews
the history of RAM from SRAM to DRAM. It also suggests the day
by day DRAM is more preferable as compare to SRAM because of
cell area decreases as number of transistor decreases from SRAM
to DRAM design.
Index Terms— Cell, Cell area, Dynamic RAM (DRAM), Static
RAM (SRAM), 3T-1D (Three transistor- one diode), etc.

II. MEMORY OVERVIEW
An overview of existing memory devices is shown in
Figure 1.1, classified in the way the information is stored. If
the information is stored nonvolatile, then the power supply
can be turned off and the information remains stored. But, this
is not the case for two remaining memory groups.
Non-volatile of memory is permanent type of memory. The
tree diagram of memory overview is shown below.
MOS Memories

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to continuous technological changes it is possible to
perform same read/ write operation with minimum number of
transistor. Hence, with the help of nanotechnology it is
possible to continuous transistor density change is
possible.[1] Generally a computer uses RAM to temporarily
hold instructions and data necessary for the CPU (Central
Processing Unit) to process some tasks. In past decade
memory occupy 90% of chip area from total embedded chip.
So not only area gets increases but also cost. Nowadays
current technology demands large storage area in small space.
Traditionally, out of total SRAM 6T SRAM is more
preferable embedded memory RAM because of its high speed
of operation, large noise margin and logic compatibility.
However, due to its large cell area and high power
consumption it is not suitable for process variation. For this
one alternative solution is gain cell memory. Gain memory
cell performs as a DRAM cell depending on gated diode
capacitance with low power feature and internal voltage gain
which improves the operation speed. [2] The DRAM cell
consists of a capacitor to store binary information and a
transistor to access the capacitor. Cell information is
degraded mostly due to a junction leakage current at the
storage node because of capacitor. Therefore the cell data
must be read and rewritten periodically even when memory
arrays are not accessed. Because of this refresh requirement, it
is a dynamic memory as opposed to SRAM and other static
memory. The advantage of DRAM is its structural simplicity;
only one transistor and a capacitor are required per bit,
compared to four or six transistors in SRAM. This allows
DRAM to reach very high densities and more applicable
embedded memory.
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Fig. 1.1 Overview of MOS Memories
The meaning of the individual memory names is summarized
in Table I.
TABLE I Commonly Used Memory Names
Read Only Memory
ROM
Electrically Programmable Read Only
EPROM
Memory
EEPROM

Electrically Erasable Programmable Read
Only Memory

OTP
FEPROM

One Time Programmable
Flash Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory

SRAM
DRAM

Static Random Access Memory
Dynamic Random Access Memory

III. ARCHITECTURE OF SRAM CELL
A typical SRAM block consists of cell arrays, address
decoders, column multiplexers, sense amplifiers, input/output
(I/O), and a control unit. In the following, the functionality
and design of each component is briefly discussed.
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D. Column Multiplexers and Sense Amplifiers
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Column multiplexing is inevitable in most SRAM designs
because it reduces the number of rows in the cell array and as
a result increases the speed. Since during a read operation one
of the bit or bit-line is partially discharged, a sense amplifier is
used to sense this voltage difference between bit and bit-bar
lines to create a digital voltage. To make the circuit more
robust to noise, the sense amplifier is switched when the
voltage difference between bit and bit-bar lines becomes
100–200 mV. [5]
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E. Control Unit

Data

The control unit generates internal signals of the SRAM,
including the write and read enable signals, the pre-charge
signal, and the sense amplifier enabler. [5]
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IV. PROCESS VARIATION ON RAM
In this paper, we have discussed various SRAM and
DRAM design. Compare it on the basis of scaling limitations,
area required, number of transistor required, etc. The SRAM
cell consists of latch so the cell data is kept as long as power is
turned on and refresh operation is not required.
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Fig. 1.2 Architecture View of SRAM
A. Final Stage

A. Typical 8T SRAM Cell

Figure 1.2 shows a SRAM cell. In a SRAM cell, the
fundamental building block of a static RAM is the SRAM
memory cell. The cell is activated by raising the word line and
is read or written through the bit line. The cell has a single bit
line. True and complementary read and write signals are used
in place of a single word line. The pull-down N-MOS
transistors and the pass-transistors reside in the read path. The
pull-up P-MOS transistors and the pass-transistors, on the
other hand, are in the write path. Traditionally, all cells used
in an SRAM block are identical (i.e., corresponding
transistors have the same width, threshold voltage, and oxide
thickness) which results in identical leakage characteristic for
all cells. [5]

The 8T SRAM cell shown in Figure1.3 When read
operation is performed read bit line RBL is precharged to
VDD. The read operation is going on when RWL is high.
RBL either remains at VDD or ground depends on internal
node contains 0 or 1 respectively. At write operation write
word line WWL is get activated and the corresponding values
from the bit line. Here it uses a buffered read to isolate the
internal nodes of the cell from read path. [6]
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Fig. 1.3 SRAM Cell with 8 Transistors
B. Six Transistor SRAM Cell
In six transistors SRAM cell the each bit required four
transistors. This storage node has two stable state ‘0’ and ‘1’.
Two accesses these cross coupled invertors additional
transistor are required. So typically it required six transistors
to store one memory bit. When word line (WL) is get
activated gives direct access to cell with the help of transistor
M5 and M6. There is presence of dual bit line i.e. BL and
BLBAR improves noise margin over single bit line. The
design of a basic SRAM cell is shown in Figure1.4. [6] In
order to read the stored data, one side of the cell typically
discharged one of two precharged bitlines. If there is any
variation in the gate length or threshold voltages in the cells
transistor (T1 or T2) can vary the current driving capability of
read path. Also, leakage is the main problem in SRAM cell.

C. Address Decoder
To access particular memory cell i.e. particular data bit in
this array, the corresponding word line and bit line must be
activated. Although the logical function of an address decoder
is very simple, in practice designing it is complicated. To
overcome the pitch-matching problem and reduce the effect
of wire’s capacitance on the delay of the decoder, the address
decoder is often broken into two pieces. The first piece, called
pre-decoder, is placed before the long decoder wires and the
second part, row decoder, which usually consists of a single
NAND gate and buffers for driving the word-line capacitance,
is pitch-matched and placed next to each row as shown in
Figure.1.2 [5]
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The data storage structure or core consists of individual
memory cell arranged in array of horizontal rows and vertical
columns. Each cell is capable of storing one bit of binary
information. The size of the cell array depends on both
performance and density requirements. Generally speaking,
as technology shrinks, cell arrays are moving from tall to wide
structures. In this structure, there are 2N rows, also called word
line, and 2M columns, also called bit line. Thus the total
number of memory cell in this array is 2N X 2M. [5]
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There are three strong leakage paths in one 6T SRAM cell
since only one transistor is ‘off’ along each path[6]. Such an
SRAM structure consumes considerable amount of static
current in order to preserve data in the cell.

This readout phase is allowed to continue for a present
margin of time. During this time a logical one drop the voltage
on RBL to some level Vr. Vrbl compared with some reference
voltage Vref such that Vdd>Vref>Vr. Via a difference sense
amplifier. A refresh operation is required, as the read process
is destructive. But there is one complication with 2T DRAM
cell is that Vrbl line will not drop more than two n-transistor
threshold below the Vdd during the read operation. The
reason behind this adjustment bit in the same column has a
one stored. If the read bit line should drop more than two
thresholds then this transistor will on & keep the bit line from
falling further, but practically it is more adequate for current
sensing amplifier. Sensing the difference between this read bit
line and the reference voltage requires a circuit structure
called differential sense amplifier. [7]
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Fig. 1.4 SRAM Cell with 6 Transistors

E. One-Transistor DRAM Cell

C. Four Transistor SRAM Cell
In this 4T SRAM cell with the help of four transistor
read/write operation is performed. Here 4T SRAM cell using
a supply voltage of 0.9V. In this 4T SRAM transistor T3 acts
as drive transistor and T1 acts as load transistor. When ‘1’
stored in cell load and driver transistor is ON. ST node pulled
to ground by driver transistor T3 and STB node pulled to
VDD by load transistor T1. When ‘0’ get stored in cell load
and driver transistor are OFF and data retention without
refresh cycle satisfying when we use leakage current of access
transistor, especially sub threshold current of access
transistor.[6]
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Fig. 1.7 One Transistor DRAM Cell
T1

In the “write” operation, after the word line is enabled, the
data are written into the cell through the Ml transistor and
stored at the storage capacitor. The read operation is
destructive. When the charge stored in the storage cell is
shared with the bit line, its charge can he changed
significantly (destructed).
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Fig. 1.5 SRAM Cell with 4 Transistors
D. Two Transistor DRAM Cell
The 2T DRAM cell is most popular DRAM cell for on chip
application. During a write, WBL is activated along with data
& finally when WL (write line) is activated data get stored on
store node. In this DRAM cell data is stored by extra device
i.e. capacitor. In this cell reading the value from cell is more
complex than the writing the data in the cell. During read
operation RBL is get activated & when RL get low data get
read. When logical ‘1’ is there RBL becomes low while
logical ‘0’ will leave the value of RBL unchanged. [2]

V. PROPOSED WORK
Since SRAM on process variation show increase in leakage
current also its area requirement is high as compared to
DRAM cell. In conventional DRAM scaling of capacitor is
critical job in VLSI. Also these capacitor show leakage and
hence it required periodic refresh. Hence the objective of this
paper is to design a DRAM without capacitor.
The 3T1D cell shows the scheme of the basic cell. The
basis of the storage system is the charge placed in node S,
written from BL write line when T1 is activated.
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The one-transistor DRAM cell has become the
industry-standard dynamic RAM cell in high-density DRAM
arrays. It has explicit storage capacitor. It means that a
separate capacitor must be manufactured for each storage cell,
instead of relying on the gate and diffusion capacitances of the
transistors for data storage.
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Fig. 1.6 Two Transistor DRAM Cell
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Consequently, it has a DRAM cell nature, but it allows a
non-destructive read process (a clear advantage over 1T1C
memories) and a high performance read and writes operation,
comparable to 6T SRAM. Transistor T1 and T3 acts as
accessing devices, the whole cell is composed by four
transistors of similar size to the corresponding of 6T. This
implies a more compact cell structure. In order to write the
cell at the BL write line level, it is only required to activate T1
through the WL write line. Hence, the S node stores either a 0
or a Vdd−Vth voltage depending on the logic value. This
voltage results in the accumulation of charge at the gate of
devices D1 and T2. [1]
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper reviews a design method of memory design
without capacitor as a storage node. Different SRAM and
DRAM design have been discussed on number of transistor
required for read/write operation. Also, 3T-1D DRAM cell is
an attractive solution to conventional SRAM cell for next
generation on chip memory design. We have showed that
3T-1D solves a scaling problem of capacitor in SRAM. This
approach provides a comprehensive solution to many of the
issues that will impact on-chip memory design in nano scale
process technologies.
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